Abstract-Selecting appropriate control configurations becomes increasingly important and complex. This is due to the trend of increased level of automation and connectedness which is promoted by Industry 4.0 and supported by technologies relating to cyber-physical systems and the industrial internet of things. In this scenario, there are trade-offs between simplicity of the control configurations, achievable performance, vulnerability and maintainability.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the design of a control system, the selection of appropriate control structures plays a key role in achieving desired performance characteristics. There, performance represents aspects like quality, energy/resources efficiency, security, environmental impact, only to mention some. While this task appears trivial in small scale, it becomes complex and potentially non-intuitive as the number of process variables increases.
In general, the Control Structure Design task (CSD) is divided in two parts: the input-output (IO) selection and the Control Configuration Selection (CCS). The IO selection has been defined in [1] as selecting a set of suitable variables to be manipulated by the controller and to be supplied to the controller. The CCS task then establishes which measurements are used in the calculation of each control action.
This paper focuses on the practical aspects of CCS, where simple configurations are often favored due to being easier to design, implement and maintain, as well as more robust to plant failures (see [2] ). However, complex configurations can render control systems with better performance, which means there is a trade-off between configuration simplicity and achievable performance.
According to the studies of the industrial environment in [3] , control decisions have to be taken in a short time horizon, and the control strategies will frequently have to be adapted to match the market requirements. As a result CSD problems tend towards the use of heuristics rather than using rigorous approaches. Methodologies which are straightforward to use and easy to comprehend are often preferred, since the trust to the actions of a running control system can depend upon the simplicity of the strategy and its understandability. The paper is structured as follows. The terminology of guided and automatic CCS is given in Sec. II. The preliminaries on CCS methods are given in Sec. III. The guidelines for CCS are given in Sec. IV. The automatic methods for CCS are given in Sec. V. Finally, the conclusions are given in Sec. VI. The application of the introduced methods on a Secondary Heating System is summarized in [4] , which is freely distributed as supplementary information to this paper.
II. TERMINOLOGY
While there are established terminologies surrounding the control configuration selection area, (see e.g. the survey in [5] ), the terms Guided Control Configuration Selection and Automatic Control Configuration Selection are not generally defined and not yet fully established. In the context of this article we will use the following interpretations.
Guided Control Configuration Selection is the process of using a pre-defined procedure with a number of CCS tools that involve the user in the decision making processes for the selection of a control configuration. The procedure might be semi-automated where the user will get recommended decisions that need to be accepted before continuing to the next step in the pre-defined procedure.
Automatic Control Configuration Selection is the process of determining a control configuration based on an algorithm that performs a number of computational steps and presents the result to the user. The result of intermediate steps in the algorithm are not necessarily presented to the user.
In both cases it is possible that the user will get information on the confidence level for the result and the decisions that have been taken. In that way, the user receives additional decision support.
It is the belief of the authors that Guided Control Configuration Selection is a necessary step in the development of Automatic Control Configuration Selection systems, as the user needs to gain a sufficient level of trust to the automatically taken decision.
III. PRELIMINARIES ON INTERACTION MEASURES
This section describes a set of heuristic tools for CCS known as Interaction Measures (IMs).
Let us assume a model for a Multiple-Input-MultipleOutput (MIMO) system with n inputs and m outputs is available, which can be represented in state space form bẏ
where u(t) ∈ n×1 , y(t) ∈ m×1 and x(t) ∈ q×1 are the input, output and state vectors respectively, A ∈ qxq , B ∈ qxn , C ∈ mxq , where q is the number of states. Alternatively, the system can be represented by the input-output transfer function G(s) = C(sI − A) −1 B. The controllability gramian (P) and observability gramian (Q) are obtained by solving the following continuous-time Lyapunov equations:
A. Interaction Measures Based on Relative Gains
IMs based on relative gains can be used for the design of purely decentralized structures by evaluating the interactions of the closed loop system and give necessary conditions for the stability of the configuration. a) Relative Gain Array: The Relative Gain Array (RGA) is defined as (see [6] ):
where ⊗ denotes element-by-element multiplication and
−T is the inverse of the transpose of the dc-gain G(0). Each element RGA ij is can be alternatively calculated as the quotient between the gain G ij (0) and the gain when the loop formed by pairing u j − y i is open while the rest of the loops are closed under perfect steady state control. The RGA is therefore a measure of the so-called two-way interaction, which is present when control actions of one loop affect other loops which affect the original loop in turn (see [7] ). A value RGA ij equal to 1 means that there is no two-way interaction in a loop formed by the pairing u j − y i . The pairing rules of the RGA are: i) values of RGA ij close to 1 are preferred for pairing ii) large values of RGA ij should be avoided for pairing since they are related to large interaction and illconditioned plants, iii) negative values of RGA ij must be avoided for pairing due to instability issues. b) Relative Interaction Array: The Relative Interaction Array is often denoted as φ, and is defined as:
where ./ denotes element-by-element division. There is a one to one mapping from the RGA to the RIA which implies that
Some of the RGA pairing rules can be mapped to the RIA as: i) values of RIA ij close to 0 are preferred for pairing, ii) negative values of RGA ij must be avoided for pairing due to instability issues.
An advantage of the RIA is that it is a more linear measure of two-ways interaction.
c) Partial Relative Gains: As shown in [8] , the evaluation of Relative Gains and application of the conventional pairing rules might be inadequate (e.g. in triangular plants). Additional indications can be obtained by partially closing the system and recalculating the relative gains for the remaining subsystems.
Assume the reordering and partition of the system transfer matrix G(s) as:
where G Γ is the subsystem formed by the inputs and outputs in open loop. G φ is the subsystem formed by the inputs and outputs under perfect integral control at dc with the inverse controller
is the open-loop dc-gain of the subsystem G Γ when the the rest of the system is controlled by C φ :
For a decentralized configuration, the evaluation of IMs on Partial Gains (PGs) may reveal additional loop interactions which are not revealed by the original RGA and RIA. For a given decentralized configuration, these PGs are evaluated by closing different combinations of individual loops.
The evaluation of the RGA on PGs has been introduced in the literature under the name Partial Relative Gain (PRG). In this paper, we also apply the RIA to Partial Gains and name the result as Partial Relative Interaction Array (PRIA).
Even if there is a value in considering different combinations of PRGs or PRIAs during CCS, the sheer number of different PGs hinders the interpretation of the results and their integration in the decision making. A system of size n × n will have n! possible different decentralized configurations, and each of these configurations will have 2 n − n − 1 different arrays of PGs which result from closing k control loops with k = 1 . . . n − 1. We will seek in this paper a basic exploration of algorithms for automatic decision making for supporting designers in the exploiting the use of PGs.
B. Niederlinski Index (NI)
Assuming diagonal pairing, and denotingĜ as the matrix formed by the diagonal entries of G with zeros in the offdiagonal. NI was defined in [9] as:
C. Stability and Integrity Conditions
Stabilizability. A system is stabilizable under a selected pairing, if there exists a decentralized controller which can render a stable closed loop system. As mentioned above, a necessary condition for stabilizability is that N I > 0.
Integrity. Integrity is a property of a closed loop system. A decentralized closed-loop loop system has integrity it it remains stable when the gains of all the individual controllers are simultaneously detuned by a factor in the range 0 < ≤ 1 as well as when the gains of any combination of individual controllers are set to 0. Integrity is often a desirable property, since it allows the disconnection of individual loops e.g. for maintenance/retuning or due to failures.
Integral Controllability with Integrity (ICI). Integrity is a property of a closed-loop system. Therefore, evaluating integrity requires the prior design of a control configuration and a controller. However, it is of interest to determine if a selected decentralized configuration can render controllability prior to the design of the controller parameters. A decentralized configuration is ICI if there exists a controller such that the closed-loop system has the integrity property, that is, it remains unconditionally stable when individual controllers are arbitrarily brought in and out of service. The IMs based on relative gains provide with necessary conditions for ICI which can be used to rule out configurations with lack of integrity. There are many different necessary tests for integrity, and the more restrictive tests require a larger amount of calculations. We discuss now a basic simple integrity/stability test and a more restrictive test which requires a larger amount of calculations.
Basic Stability/Integrity test. Assuming that the transfer function matrix G(s) has been reordered in such a way that the diagonal elements are selected as pairing for decentarlized control, two necessary conditions for stability and integrity of a decentralized configuration are:
The first condition N I(G(0)) > 0 is a necessary condition for the stabilizability of the plant.
If the second condition RGA ii > 0, i = 1, . . . , n is violated for any i, then at least one of the following is true: either a) the closed loop system is unstable, b) the loop related to the ith sensor and actuator is unstable by itself, c) the system becomes unstable if the loop related by the ith sensor and and actuator is brought out of service.
Advanced Integrity test. A system G(s) of size n × n is ICI for variable pairing along the diagonal only if [RGA(G(0))] ii > 0, i = 0 · · · 1 and the diagonal elements of all the 2 n − n − 1 PRGs are positive, being the PRGs calculated from all the possible combinations of closing k control loops with k = 1 . . . n − 1.
These two tests can be formulated as a function of the RIA and PRIA instead, since RGA ij > 0 ⇐⇒ RIA ij > −1.
D. Participation Matrx
The Participation Matrix (PM) was introduced in [10] as:
where trace(P j Q i ) is the trace of the product of the controllability gramian related to the jth input P j , and the observability gramian related to the ith input Q i (see [10] ). The sum of the elements of PM adds up to 1. Each element P M ij quantifies the contribution of the input-output channel G ij relative to the total controllability and observability of the complete system G. The use of PM for CCS is based on selecting a reduced model which includes only the input-output channels with largest contribution. The user can comprehend the amount of the total dynamics that the reduced model is reflecting by evaluating the closeness of the sum of the selected PM values to 1.
There are other gramian-based IMs with similar properties, which use other quantifiers instead of trace(P Q). These are, the Hankel Interaction Index Array introduced in [11] which uses the Hankel-norm, and Σ 2 introduced in [12] which uses the H 2 -norm. In the sequel, we will use the term Index Array to refer to the result of calculating any gramian-based IM, and we will denote it by IA.
The following heuristic rules have been formulated in [10] for the use of the PM, and are currently applied for selecting the most significant input-output channels with the use of any gramian-based IM:
Rule 1. The simplest control configuration whose total contribution (sum of considered elements in the IA) exceeds an arbitrary threshold τ is selected as candidate. This configuration considers the input-output channels with largest significance while considering at least one inputoutput channel in each row. Control configurations designed with τ = 0.7 are likely to derive in satisfactory performance for systems with a few sensors and actuators. As the scales of the system increase, the value of τ should be reduced.
Rule 2. In a hypothetical process with r equal inputoutput channels, all the channels have the same contribution 1/r. This suggests that in a more heterogeneous scenario there is no benefit from considering input-output channels for which IA ij << 1/r. The converse is also true, and inputoutput channels with IA ij >> 1/r present a significant contribution in the process dynamics.
The gramian-bsed IMs concentrate the frequency domain properties of the system in a real valued array, and therefore it is traditional to restrict the range of frequencies of interest with e.g. the use of pre-filters (see [12] ). Additionally, the gramians are not defined for systems with pure integrators but they can be analyzed by restricting the range of frequencies (see [13] ).
IV. GUIDED CONTROL CONFIGURATION SELECTION
We will assume in this section the availability of process models. This section starts by briefly describing the preparation steps prior to CCS in IV-A, followed by a guided method for CCS in IV-A.
A. Preparing the models: scaling, model reduction, decomposition and IO selection. a) Scaling: Some of the methods for CCS are sensitive to the scaling of inputs and outputs. Some of the subsequent steps for preparing the model are also sensitive to scaling.
Appropriate scaling is usually performed by using the maximum allowed or expected change in the process variables (see [14] ). We will denote the maximum expected/allowed change of inputs and outputs byū j andȳ i and collect them in diagonal matrices of the form D u = diag(ū 1 ,ū 2 , . . . ,ū n ) and D y = diag(ȳ 1 ,ȳ 2 , . . . ,ȳ n ). The resulting scaled transfer functionĜ is:
Even if scaling is principle a simple task, it is often hindered by the lack of process information. An alternative is presented in [15] , where inputs and outputs are scaled by the standard deviation of the signals. This requires knowledge of only the standard deviation of the input signals, since that of the output signals can be calculated using the known model G(s). For uncorrelated Gaussian excitation signals:
For other kinds of excitation signals or nonlinear systems, the system can be simply simulated and the outputs' sample variance calculated. The resulting scaled model is:
where σ y and σ u are diagonal matrices collecting the standard deviations of the input and output signals. b) Model order reduction: The use of high order models can lead to high computational load and numerical errors. Balanced truncation is a traditional approach to reduce the order of a model (see [16] ). To choose the order of the reduced model, the Hankel Singular Values (HSVs) are often used, being the number of insignificant HSVs corresponding to the number of orders to be reduced. An upper bound on the approximation error can be calculated from the sum of the disregarded HSVs (see [17] ).
Balanced truncation can be conveniently performed with the MATLAB function balancmr and the HSVs can be obtained with the hsvd function.
c) Process Decomposition: The combinatorial nature of the CCS problem makes the CCS methods hard to apply to large scale systems. In these cases the CCS is usually preceded by a step where manipulated and controlled variables are grouped into subsystems with a reduced number of variables. The resulting subsystems are composed by variables with strong mutual interconnections. The control configurations are designed within the subsystem boundaries, and the resulting controllers for the subsystems have to be appropriately combined (see [18] ). Methods for such a decomposition have been proposed in [19] , [20] .
A convenient approach for the decomposition is the use of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition given in [21] , which is readily available for MATLAB users under the function dmperm.
d) Input-Output Selection: The Input-Output (IO) selection involves decisions on the number, place and type of actuators and sensors. This selection affects the performance, complexity and costs of the control system (see [1] ).
The IO selection is a problem of combinatorial nature. It was proposed by [22] to use the minimum eigenvalue of the controllability and observability gramians to evaluate which of the combinations of inputs and outputs are more adequate. However, models are often created with an unnecessarily high order, and each extra state which is not justified by the physical properties of the process will generate additional eigenvalues of low value. If model reduction is performed through balanced truncation, a threshold for removing states with low controllability/observability is selected. Therefore, the minimum eigenvalue is highly influenced by the decisions taking during modeling, and it is often a property of the model and not a direct property of the process itself. We propose here to use the maximum eigenvalue instead.
The controllability gramian can be used for the selection of p inputs by evaluating the controllability of the reduced systems resulting from choosing any p-combination of inputs chosen from the n total number of inputs. The reduced B matrix (B p ), resulting from the optimal selection of p actuators is obtained from the following integer optimization:
max
whereλ(P (A, B i , C) ) is the maximum eigenvalue (λ ) of the controllability matrix P (A, B i , C) of the minimal realization of the reduced system formed by picking the columns of B indicated by the vector i. The vector i belongs to the set n p of p-combinations of the first n integers. Similarly, the reduced C matrix (C q ), resulting from the optimal selection of q sensors from the total m sensors is obtained from the following program:
B. Procedure for Control Configuration Selection using Interaction Measures
The following procedure can be used for selecting control structures based on the IMs.
Step 1. Seek a decentralized configuration using methods based on relative gains, i.e. either the RGA or the RIA, with the pairing rules given in Section III-A.
Step 2. Check necessary conditions for the stabilizability and ICI of the decentralized configuration using at least the basic stability/integrity test defined in Sec. III-C.
Step 3. Design and test a decentralized controller 1 . If the performance is found to be acceptable, proceed to the integration of the controller. Otherwise continue to Step 4 and increase the complexity of the controller.
Step 4. Calculate a gramian-based IM, e.g. PM. Apply Rule 1 in Sec.III-D by starting with the decentralized configuration and adding input-output channels in crescent order of significance until a designed threshold τ is reached.
Step 5. Review the sparse configuration by using Rule 2 in Sec.III-D. This is done by adding or removing inputoutput channels which are suspected to present a significant or insignificant contribution respectively. In both cases the designer has to judge if the increase or decrease of the complexity of the configuration is justified by the increase or decrease in the total dynamic contribution.
Step 6. Design a (sparse) controller and test it in simulations prior to implementation. Iterate in this procedure if needed.
V. AUTOMATIC CONTROL CONFIGURATION SELECTION
Decentralized configurations have to be sought from n! possible candidates in a n × n system. If we consider any combination of the input-output channels, the number of possible configurations is around 29 · 10 6 for a 5 × 5 system such as the Secondary Heating System in [4] , [13] . Although some configurations could be discarded for different reasons, selecting an adequate configuration manually among the feasible configurations is usually not an easy task even with the use of IMs. This leads to the recent interest in the development of algorithms for the automatic selection using IMs, see [23] , [24] and [25] .
The structure of the reduced model selected during CCS will be represented by a binary matrix Θ. An element Θ ij equals 1 if the channel G ij forms part of the reduced model, and the controller to be configured in such a way that the calculation of the control action u j considers the measurement y i .
A. Automatic Pairing using Relative Gains
In [26] an automated selection of decentralized configurations using the RIA pairing rules is proposed. There, the RIA has been chosen for: i) its pairing rules take into consideration the stability, integrity and robustness conditions as well as the minimization of the overall interaction, ii) it is a more linear measure of interaction than the RGA, iii) its pairing rules can be formulated as an Assignment Problem (AP) which can be solved using Linear Programming (LP) methods without the need of combinatorial solutions.
This assignment problem is formulated as (see [26] ):
This program minimizes the sum of the selected values of the RIA subject to the conditions that one and only one element per row and column has to be selected, and that no negative RIA values are selected. Possible methods to solve this LP problem are the Hungarian algorithm used in [25] and the Push-Pull Algorithm used in [26] .
B. Automatic pairing with integrity using Partial Gains
An advantage of the automated pairing method in Eq. (1) is that can be efficiently solved using LP, however it only tests the second condition of the basic stability/integrity test. The value of NI has to be manually tested on the resulting configuration for completing the basic test.
Checking the advanced integrity test cannot be formulated as LP, and can only be done in a combinatorial fashion. In coordination with this publication, we have released the code for the algorithm to find all the possible decentralized configurations which satisfy the advanced integrity test for ICI 2 . This algorithm revisits individually all the possible decentralized configurations. For each decentralized configuration, all the PRIAs are visited, and the configuration is discarded as soon as a PRIA leads to a negative number along the diagonal. As long as the PRIAs remain positive for a decentralized configuration, we aggregate the trace of all the visited PRIAs. The aggregated value of the PRIAs is a more reliable measure of interaction, as discussed by [8] .
C. Automatic Control Configuration Selection using gramian-based IMs
This section aims to formulate an optimization program which considers the rules for the use of the gramian-based IMs described in III-D. The target of the program is to find a configuration represented by Θ which satisfies the following:
• Θ has the minimum number of channels p which can lead a contribution larger than τ .
• Θ is the configuration with p channels which has the largest contribution.
• Θ has full structural rank in order to guarantee structural controllability.
• Θ includes all the channels with a contribution larger than an arbitrary threshold ∆ 1 .
• Θ does not include any channel with a contribution smaller than a threshold ∆ 2 . These conditions can be formulated as the integer program:
The thresholds ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 represent the consideration of Rule 2 in the method. This program first finds the smallest number of channels p = ||Θ|| 0 which can derive in a contribution ||Θ • IA|| 1 > τ , and then finds the structure θ with p channels which maximizes the contribution ||Θ • IA|| 1 . This is due to the fact that p is an integer and ||Θ • IA|| 1 ≤ 1.
Solving this integer program by testing all the possible configurations can lead to a burdensome computational effort. However, the number of evaluated configurations can be dramatically reduced by considering only the configurations which satisfy the three last inequalities in Eq. (2). More explicitly, the last two inequalities can first be used to fix values of Θ, limiting the number of candidate configurations to be generated, and later we can screen the candidate configurations to preserve only those with full structural rank.
More details on the (robust) automatic CCS using gramian-based IMs can be found in [27] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The selection of control configurations has been a research topic in the area of process control and automation for a long time. Control Configuration Selection (CCS) methods have matured largely and are now able to deal with many different categories of processes. Two remaining challenges in CCS which are tackled in this "work in progress" paper are: i) the explicit description of practical methodologies to support control engineers (guided CCS), and ii) the automation of the CCS process (automatic CCS).
The motivation for the development of guided CCS lays in the fact that most of the available CCS tools require an interpretation by the engineer, who needs deep insight on the tools' properties and limitations. This insight has to be acquired by the study of a large number of publications. In the literature, there is a lack of design guidelines for CCS which integrate the separate results from such publications. This "work in progress" paper formalized such guidelines in a clear step-by-step method.
Moreover, there are very few software tools available which assist engineers on CCS. A good step in that direction is the ProMoVis tool which provides numerous CCS tools at the disposal of the engineer (see [28] ). However, even with the assisted calculation of CCS tools, guidelines and stability/integrity tests are often difficult to apply when there are more than a few sensors and actuators. In order to aid engineers in the decision making, we discussed and introduced in this paper three different methods for automatic CCS based on either i) the Relative Gain Array, i) the Relative Interaction Array together with stabilizability/integrity tests or iii) gramian-based Interaction Measures. These three methods are the result of formalizing optimization problems based on previously existing rules for the use of individual CCS tools. Future investigations will be focused in integrating together different CCS tools in a unique automatic CCS method.
Despite the progress reported in this paper, automatic and guided methods need to be validated and further developed for real-life applications. Supplementary material to this paper is given in [4] , where the introduced methods have been validated on a real life secondary heating system with 5 sensors and 5 actuators. Additional factory automation cases are essential for validation of guided and automated methods, as they provide different production paradigms as well as hierarchical aspects that need to be considered in the selection process. It is the belief of the authors that CCS methods need to be further developed for that context and to be able to deal with complete production processes.
